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Investigation of the Influence of Humidity on Amaranth Seeds Crushing
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Abstract: In article the data on working out of optimum modes of humidifying of seeds to a grinding with a view
of increase in an exit of oil and fiber from seeds of an amaranth of a grade is cited Ilijsky , grown up in Almaty
area of Ilijsky area. Researches of two different kinds of a grinding are shown: a dry grinding and a damp
grinding of seeds. Dependence of a parity of exits of a flour and bran, oils from humidity of seeds and from
ways of humidifying is studied. The way of a grinding of seeds of the amaranth, showing advantage in
comparison with the usual technology, consisting in carrying out of process of humidifying and saming is
offered. Influence of a mode of damp processing of seeds of 10,06 % and a water temperature 20°C and 30°C
is  investigated,  which  considerably  influences  quality of raw materials, from at which to a take oil to 18 %.
It is investigated influences of various initial humidity of crushed seeds, on a parity of exits of a flour and bran
that humidity of seeds, in limits from 9,64 to 11,10 % does not render influence on an oil exit. The received result
has been taken as a principle workings out of technology of reception of high-quality oil with the greatest exit.

Key words: Amaranth Dry grinding  Wet grinding seeds  Oil  Initial moisture  Grinding  Out of flour
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INTRODUCTION amaranth seeds in order to obtain high oil content [2, 3].

One of the main methods of obtaining amaranth oil in grinding seeds:
the last time is pressing method, which used the screw
presses of various capacities. During the processing of Dry milling;
amaranth seeds the proper organization of the preparation Grinding after wetting. 
to grain for milling is important. The quantity and quality
of oil depends largely from preparation of the optimal Amaranth seeds (Amaranhtus) are pollinated
technological prepared seed moisture. The research was rounded form, which anatomical parts are substantially
based on the known mechanisms for cereal grain circular core- periderm (endosperm), covered horseshoe-
interaction with water, water and heat, determined shaped embryo, shell. In literature, we couldn't find the
primarily by structural features of the grain and its methods of processing of amaranth seeds with deep
properties as a living organism, has a system of separation it's anatomical part [4, 5]. Known from the
absorption and retention of water [1], taking into account technical literature it's known that the selection from
the specific characteristics of seeds amaranth. amaranth seeds fraction consisting mainly of shells and

The optimal value of humidity caused by embryo amaranth seeds by grinding and subsequent
technological characteristic of grain - its initial properties, separation of the ground  mass  pas endosperm and the
quantity and temperature of the water used for artificial oil -rich fraction [6,7]. Characteristic feature of the
humidification, the time spent on the process of wetting morphological structure is the distribution of amaranth
and drying, state ambient air. The purpose of this research seeds in protein and oil. For oil extract amaranth seeds
is to identify the optimal humidification mode grinding of were subjected to proper preparation and handling.

To do this, the following regimes were investigated
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Feedstock seeds were procured at maturity-in early process of staple food - flour of cereals, grits, germ and
September. Seeds were used for research with a shelf life then carried out the process of humidifying and sweating.
of 8 months. The collected seeds were threshing with In our opinion, this type of processing significantly
threshers special design. Seed cleaning to produce affects the quality of the raw material from which
fanning mills. Seeds were cleared of solids by sieving on subsequently can get oil. The dependence of the ratio of
a coarse grid with a mesh size of 0.8 mm. Drying is carried output the effect of different initial moisture comminuted
out seeds or outdoors (air dried) or in the dryer to a seeds, the ratio of the outputs of flour and bran showed
moisture content of various designs not exceeding 16 % that seed moisture, ranging from 9.64 to 11.10% has no
and then milled. Crushing seeds carried out in a laboratory effect on the ratio (Table 3).
hammer mill made in LLP " Adil ". The backlash adjusted While inoculating shredded raw seed Variety flour
in the range 0.65 - 0.8 mm. When the seed is crushing and bran fractions were dominant factions flour and bran
there were occurred weight loss, because under the action fraction of the average (Table 4).
of air  flow from the disk rotation near nuclear foil purged Amaranth seed sample weighing 100 g was
and its mass is 1.5 - 2.4% of the seed weight. Crushed humidified to 14% (as starchy wheat) (sample 1), the
seeds with shell sent for grinding. The object of second sample of 100 g was humidified to 16% (as
investigation used amaranth seeds "variety Ili " who vitreous wheat) (sample 2). Water was used for
milled in a hammer mill. Weight 5 kg of seed loaded, initial humidifying the room temperature (200 °C) billing seed
moisture content of 10%.Physico-chemical characteristics produced at room temperature. After billing sample 1 had
of amaranth seeds grown in the Almaty region, Ili region a mass of 105 g ??sample of 2 - 107.5 g prepared amaranth
are shown in Table 1. seeds were ground in a roller mill laboratory "Junior".

Grinding efficiency was greater as the seeds pass Increased seed moisture content up to 14 % and 16%
through the crusher 3 times [8, 9]. After each passage worsened sharply grinding, reducing the overall yield of
through the crusher seed fractional composition flour from 55.6 % in the initial seed to 20.7 % and 10.3 %,
determined grain amaranth this kibbled passed through a respectively, in moist seeds (Table 5, Fig. 1).
sieve  with  a  hole  diameter  of  0.4 mm, 0.5 mm, 0.6 mm, Figure 1. Influence of humidity on amaranth seeds
0.7 mm. Partially milled seeds were subjected to further crushing. Increased seed moisture content also has a
grind and the process was repeated until the completion significant impact on the results of screening Variety:
of the third grinding. After completion of the last phase of Variety, a decrease in fractions of flour and bran fractions
grinding removed total protein- lipid fraction of amaranth increase (Table 5). Order to determine the degree of
seeds [10]. Table 2. shows the results obtained. humidity of amaranth seeds on the water temperature and

Studies have shown that the resulting mixture time of exposure to water the seeds, amaranth seeds
components is difficult separable. This mixture can be humidity 10.06% were exposed to excess water at 200C
only partially separated into components in pure form. and 30°C. Seed moisture was determined every 30
The second method used a method of grinding seeds [6], minutes.  As  a  result,  studies  have  shown that within
which  provides  moisturizing, omission resulting product the first hour is most intense (stepwise) increase of
between rotating at different speeds rough rollers moisture, while the warm water is absorbed more intense
arranged in series roller systems for each of them (Figure 2).
simultaneously flattening kernel shells peeling and
grinding the embryo with the separation from his kernel Bran: When grinding is the destruction of the plant cell,
installed after sorting on each sieve roller system with the separation of the embryo, the destruction of lipid-
separation at all stages of embryonic and sorting semolina containing spherosome and expiration of these oils, which
mixture and germ bran flour of which is obtained by is adsorbed on protein and fiber materials. Since cellulose
grinding the flour, mix well and germ bran flour separated is mainly goes into the bran fraction, mass fraction of oil
by sieving to obtain finished products - flour germ and content in it increases markedly. 
meal bran. The proposed method of grinding amaranth Thus, crushing, followed by sieving seed fractions
seeds shows an advantage in comparison to conventional makes it possible to obtain separate fractions: 
technology, which consists in a considerable difference
between the chemical composition produced by the The protein and oil (Table 6).
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Table 1: Physical indicators of amaranth seeds

Index Literature data Expert data Limits (lit)

The color of seeds From yellow to light brown cream
The size, mm 0,9- 1,7 0,9- 1,8 0,9- 2,1
Weight 1,000 g 0,94 0,93 0,91
Moisture content,% 11, 90 11, 90 11, 73- 14,0
Seed density, g/cm3 0,87 0,87 0,85-0,88
Specific volume, cm3 / g 1,15 1,16 1,14-1,20
Specific bulk volume,cm  / g 1,9 1,89 1,87-2,003

Porousness 40,3 39,8 38,6-41,8

Table 2: Particle size composition of the fractions

Protein-lipid fraction (bran)% Mass fraction of oil in the bran,% Sieve size, mm Starchy fraction%

0,4 68,5 31, 5 12,6
0,5 69,8 30,3 13,1
0.6 71,4 29,6 15,0
0,7 72,3 27.7 13,5

Table 3: Dependence of the flour from the seed moisture

Humidity seed% Flour yield,% Yield bran%

9,64 55,60 41,20
10,92 55,33 42,06
11,10 54,88 42,11

Table 4: Sieving shredded raw amaranth seeds

Seed moisture,% Flour,% (total) Flour grade I,% Flour grade II,% Flour grade III,% Tubes,% (total) Large bran% Average bran%

9,64 55,60 28,60 21,60 5,40 42,10 12,90 29,20

Table 5: Influence of moisture on seed yield of high-quality flour

Seed moisture,% Flour,% (total) Flour grade I,% Flour grade II,% Flour grade III,% Tubes,% (total) Large bran% Average bran%

14 20,7 8,0 10,3 2,4 77,4 55,7 21,7
16 10,3 3,7 5,5 1,1 88,0 71,2 16,8

Table 6: Granulation fraction

Sieve Starchy Protein-lipid Mass fraction of % Of the original Mass fraction of % Of the initial protein
size, mm fraction% fraction (bran),% oil in the bran,% oil content in seeds protein in the bran,% content in seeds

0,3 60,3 39,7 10,1 47,0 26,3 57,5
0,4 64,2 35,8 12,6 52,8 28,8 56,8
0,5 63,4 36,6 13,3 57,0 35,5 71,6
0,6 66,1 33,9 16,4 65,0 38,4 71,7
0,71 65,5 34,5 18,1 73,0 33,7 64,1
0,8 72,7 27,3 15,6 50,0 29,8 44,8
0,84 73,0 27,0 12,5 39,5 28,9 43,0

Fig. 1:
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Fig. 2: Influence of humidity on the yield of bran

Fig. 3: Dependence complete extraction of proteins and lipids from granulemetric composition 

The effect of particle size on the completeness of Grade flour 32%, flour grade 2 to 41%, flour grade 3
extraction of proteins and lipids in the composition of to 12%. As the particle size distribution of products
bran fraction. Is optimal particle size of 0.6-0.7 mm. This from sieving flour grade 1 to Fraction bran is an
quantity depends on the type of seed and some increase of the mass fraction of oil to 6.52 %. Oil
technological factors, such as mode of hydrothermal content increases with grinding seeds after wetting.
treatment. The mode of grinding of seeds of amaranth, 10.06 %

Bran fraction are obtained with a protein content of after  humidification  and temperature- 200°C and
38% to 18.1% oil, which makes up 72% and 73%, 30°C and particle size also affect the completeness of
respectively, of the content in seeds (Table 6, Figure 3). the extraction of proteins and lipids in the

The resulting protein- lipid fraction (bran) in its composition of bran fraction. Is optimal particle size
composition is close to conventional oil-bearing crops of 0.6-0.7 mm. Under these options set oil content
and on the degree of grinding and structure prepared for reached 18% and 38% protein. Increased seed
oil extraction. The granulemetric composition and moisture content up to 14 % and 16% worsened
structure of the obtained bran fractions positively affect sharply grinding. 
drainage properties of the material and improves the
efficiency of oil extraction from a full transition to The result was the basis for the development of
squalene oil and other valuable biological components. technology for production of high-quality oils with the
Cake and meal after oil extraction can be processed into highest yield. 
flour or protein concentrates and isolates proteins
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